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Welcome to our second issue of Queen Beat. We hope
you enjoy this issue as much as we did making it. For
those who are uninitiated, we present to you our
backstory:
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Not so long ago, and in a world quite like our own, there stood a
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kingdom more vast than all the oceans put together. This kingdom
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was a magical place; a sanctuary for all those within its borders, and
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it was run by a court of powerful Queens...
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They had come from all walks of life; some running from certain

ruin, and others simply looking for a place they could call home.
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create this magical kingdom for themselves. It wasn’t long before
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Together, the Queens decided to pool their wide array of abilities to
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they opened their gates to Queens from far-off kingdoms, offering

a place of safety and happiness to all those who promised to uphold
the same for their fellow Queen. These Queens ruled together,
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laughed together, grew together- and now they open their gates
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once more, to you.
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Welcome, fair traveller, to our kingdom of Queen Beat!
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our favourite fall outfits
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I love wearing lots of layers and wrapping up
warm. My favourite thing about Autumn would
easily be wearing my knitted sweaters, scarves,
thick skinny jeans and my boots. The leaves turn
into beautiful colours too, something which I
love seeing on my walks to work.
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>user:cutespiracy

My favourite thing about fall? Hmmm, it definitely has to
be the cozy warm teas and soothing music they play at
coffee shops. Also the falling tree leaves that fall on your
head when you walk under them!
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Picrew.me - Spooky Season Edition
This issue’s Picrew icons feature the work of
@kureihi’s ‘Feminine Character Creator’.
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Link: picrew.me/image_maker/1272810
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Sh*t AWAQ Says
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“I thought this was a CONSERVATIVE
CHRISTIAN WOMENS SERVER”

“this guy”

alleged thot, August 30th 2021
“Im gonna vore them”
Kway, August 30th 2021
“every woman here is evil and i am the

marlow, August 13th 2021

weird wormy-looking guy who rubs his
hands and says “yes, my lady” after

“was that in 8th grade i was chewing out

everything u say”

a guy on the basketball court because he

Bulma, August 30th 2021

called another girl a Bitch and my retainer
straight up just fell out of my mouth and

“Guys I have received news that Tony

clacked onto the floor”

the Tiger from the cereal has bombed an

Bulma, August 13th 2021

abortion clinic”
“i want godzilla to blow my fucking back
out so bad i can’t walk for 3 days”

Ted Bundychu, September 9th 2021
“harry potter never wore assless chaps
and i hold him in lower regard for it”

rabies, August 16th 2021

rabies, September 10th 2021

“rules of AWAQ server: own The Lingerie”
“impregnated by kool-aid man :flushed:”

hellobelle, August 18th 2021
“oop i feel a new username coming on”

marlow, September 23rd 2021

rabies, August 21st 2021

“im an actual god”

“the balls are just an inflated labia”
Kway, August 26th 2021

Princess Kway, October 11th 2021
“Snape is hot I said what I said”
Princess Kway, October 18th 2021
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skin
yawn leaves my lips.
I open my eyes, a groggy
beams of the sun,
The window is hot with the
and I can’t stand the heat.
s plagued my skin,
Texas summer has alway
of brown.
dark and deep with tones
t my mother warns me;
I want to play outside bu
play in the sun.”
“You’ll get too dark if you
fowl emotions of
Even now I question the
getting “too dark.”
in
I wish I could love this sk
man.
but it haunts me as a wo
Who am I but a dark body
with a soul filled with light.
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Thank you to everyone who contributed, doodled, coded,

photographed, wrote, designed, discussed, interviewed, laughed

and simped (!) during the creation of our second zine. As always, this
project could not have happened without your wonderful support
and creativity throughout. Thank you, I love you.

Thank you to those who are reading this, you’re the best! Please

spread the word and consider visiting our website: queenbeat.moe
With love,

The Queens

